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During development, secreted morphogens such as Wnt, Hedgehog (Hh), and BMP emit
from their producing cells in a morphogenetic field, and specify different cell fates in a
direct concentration-dependent manner. Understanding how morphogens form their
concentration gradients to pattern tissues has been a central issue in developmental
biology. Various experimental studies from Drosophila have led to several models to
explain the formation of morphogen gradients. Over the past decade, one of the main
findings in this field is the characterization of heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) as an
essential regulator for morphogen gradient formation. Genetic and cell biological studies
have showed that HSPGs can regulate morphogen activities at various step including
control of morphogen movement, signaling, and intracellular trafficking. Here, we review
these data, highlighting recent findings that reveal mechanistic roles of HSPGs in controlling
morphogen gradient formation.

E
mbryonic development involves many
spatial and temporal patterns of cell and

tissue organization. These patterning processes

are controlled by gradients of morphogens,
the “form-generating substances” (Tabata and

Takei 2004; Lander 2007). Secreted morpho-

gen molecules, including members of Wnt,
Hedgehog (Hh), and transforming growth

factor-b (TGF-b) families, are generated from

organizing centers and form concentration
gradients to specify distinct cell fates in a

concentration-dependent manner. Under-

standing how morphogen gradients are estab-
lished during development has been a central

question in developmental biology. Over the

past decade, studies in both Drosophila and
vertebrates have yielded important insights in

this field. One of the important findings is the
characterization of heparan sulfate proteogly-

can (HSPG) as an essential regulator for mor-

phogen gradient formation. In this review, we
first discuss various models for morphogen

movement. Then, we focus on the functions of

HSPGs in morphogen movement, signaling,
and trafficking.

MODELS OF MORPHOGEN GRADIENT
FORMATION

Restricted Diffusion

The simplest mechanism for morphogen gra-

dient formation is passive diffusion. Studies of
how inert molecules spread in early Drosophila
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syncytium embryos suggested that intracellular

morphogens, such as Bicoid and Nanos, may

form gradients by free diffusion (Gregor et al.
2005). However, simple diffusion alone cannot

explain the graded distribution of secreted

morphogens such as Wg, Hh, and Decapenta-
plegic (Dpp). It was shown that in wing

discs, a secreted form of green fluorescent

protein (GFP) fails to form a concentration gra-
dient (Entchev et al. 2000). Furthermore, the

restraint of morphogen spreading along the

epithelial cell surface seems to be important as
the folding of developing tissues, such as

Drosophila leg disc, poses a problem if morpho-

gen spreading were to occur out of the plane of

the epithelial cell layer through free diffusion.

Recent experimental and theoretical studies

favor a restricted diffusion model in which
secreted morphogen molecules interact with

their receptors and extracellular matrix (ECM)

proteins, especially HSPGs (Lander et al. 2002;
Lin 2004; Tabata and Takei 2004; Zhu and

Scott 2004) (Fig. 1A). The restricted diffusion

model fits well for the movement of Wg, Hh,
and Dpp molecules in the wing disc (Bellaiche

et al. 1998a; Strigini and Cohen 2000; Teleman

and Cohen 2000; Baeg et al. 2004; Belenkaya
et al. 2004; Han et al. 2004b; Han et al. 2005;

Callejo et al. 2006; Hufnagel et al. 2006).

Interaction of morphogens with their cell

A Restricted diffusion model

C Lipoprotein transfer model

B Planar transcytosis model

D Cytoneme model

Morphogen producing cell

Morphogen receiving cell

Glypican

Morphogen

Lipoprotein-bound morphogen

Figure 1. Four models of morphogen gradient formation. (A) A model for restricted diffusion. Morphogens
diffuse extracellularly by interaction with extracellular matrix proteins such as HSPGs, as well as other cell
surface receptors and coreceptors. (B) A model for planar transcytosis. Morphogens are actively transported
through repeated rounds of endocytosis and resecretion in receiving cells. (C) A model for lipoprotein
transfer. Lipid-modified morphogens are packed into lipoprotein particles and transported in these vesicles.
(D) A model for cytonemes. Morphogen receiving cells extend long, actin-based filopodia from the apical
surface, called cytonemes, toward the morphogen source.
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surface receptors can further shape morphogen

gradients. For example, Hh receptor Patched

(Ptc) limits the Hh gradient range by inter-
nalizing Hh through endocytosis and target-

ing it to lysosomal degradation (Chen and

Struhl 1996; Torroja et al. 2004). On the other
hand, Wg receptor dFrizzled2 (dFz2), binds

and stabilizes extracellular Wg (Cadigan et al.

1998; Lecourtois et al. 2001; Baeg et al. 2004).
A numerical analysis has suggested that such

regulation by morphogen receptors will lead

to enhanced degradation of morphogens close
to the source and generate a robust gradient

(Eldar et al. 2003). Binding of morphogen

molecules to HSPGs restricts their diffusion
along the surface of receiving cells, preventing

them from loss to the extracellular space or

aberrant signaling to other layers of cells such
as peripodial cells (Callejo et al. 2006; Gallet

et al. 2006). Moreover, HSPGs can provide a

signaling platform for morphogens to interact
with other important components, because

HSPGs are able to bind to many cell surface

co-receptors and secreted proteins such as
Ihog (interference hedgehog; a co-receptor for

Hh) (McLellan et al. 2006; Yao et al. 2006),

Lipoprotein (binds to Hh/Wg) (Eugster
et al. 2007), Shifted (binds to Hh) (Glise

et al. 2005; Gorfinkiel et al. 2005), and

Crossveinless2 (binds to Dpp) (Serpe et al.
2008). We discuss in detail the roles of HSPGs

in morphogen gradient formation in the next

section.

Planar Transcytosis

The planar transcytosis model explains that

morphogens move from the source by active

transport through repeated endocytosis and
resecretion (Fig. 1B). Early studies using a

temperature-sensitive mutation of shibire

(Drosophila Dynamin, a GTPase required for
clathrin-dependent endocytosis) suggest that

endocytosis might play a role in Wg movement

in Drosophila embryonic epidermis (Bejsovec
and Wieschaus 1995; Moline et al. 1999).

Another pieceof evidence supporting the planar

transcytosis model comes from analyses of
movement of a biologically active Dpp-GFP

fusion protein in wing discs (Entchev et al.

2000). When a shibremutant clone is generated

after a pulse induction of Dpp-GFP expression,
Dpp-GFP is unable to transport to the

cells behind the clone (Entchev et al. 2000),

arguing that Dpp movement is controlled
by planar transcytosis. However, several sub-

sequent studies suggest that planar transcytosis

is not a major mechanism for morphogen
movement. Strigini and Cohen showed that

Dynamin-mediated endocytosis is not required

for Wg movement in wing discs (Strigini and
Cohen 2000). Moreover, a role of planar trans-

cytosis in Dpp movement was also challenged

by both mathematical and experimental
studies (Lander et al. 2002; Belenkaya et al.

2004). A mathematical study argues that the

observed defects on Dpp-GFP movement after
the shibre clones actually also fits the restricted

diffusion model if receptor-mediated internal-

ization is taken into consideration (Lander
et al. 2002). In addition, experimental data

from our lab favor Dpp-GFP movement by

restricted diffusion because it was found
that Dpp-GFP movement was not blocked by

shibre clones, but rather by HSPG mutated

clones (Belenkaya et al. 2004). However, a
recent kinetic study using fluorescence recovery

after photobleaching (FRAP) showed that

Dpp-GFP requires Dynamin function to
spread into the photobleached region (Kicheva

et al. 2007). Further analysis is required to

determine the exact contribution of planar
transcytosis and restricted diffusion in Dpp

gradient formation.

Other Models

Two other models are also proposed to explain
morphogen movement. Eaton and her col-

leagues suggested that movement of morpho-

gens such as Wg is mediated by membrane
vesicles called argosomes (Greco et al. 2001).

Recently, they revised this model and proposed

that lipid-linked morphogens, such as Hh and
Wg, are carried and transported by lipoprotein

particles in Drosophila wing discs (Panakova

et al. 2005) (Fig. 1C). Lipoproteins are com-
posed of a central core of neutral lipids and an
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outer layer of polar phospholipids, cholesterol,

and very large embedded proteins called apo-

lipoproteins. Lipoproteins are well-known to
transport cholesterol and triacylglycerols in

body fluids; therefore, it is intriguing that they

might have a novel function in transporting
morphogens as well. It was shown that lipo-

phorin, the Drosophila apolipoprotein, cofrac-

tionates with Hh and Wg in biochemical
experiments (Panakova et al. 2005). Lipophorin

colocalizes with Hh and Wg in wing disc,

whereas knockdown of lipophorin by RNAi
reduces long-range, but not short-range,

signaling activity of Hh and Wg. A recent

study showed that a package of Hh in lipo-
protein particles is essential for Hh stability

and proper spreading (Callejo et al. 2008).

Furthermore, lipoprotein is likely to mediate
morphogenmovement inDrosophila and verte-

brate embryos, as Drosophila egg yolk contains

plentiful lipophorin (Kutty et al. 1996), and
lipoprotein is highly expressed and important

in the yolk sac of early mouse embryos (Farese

et al. 1996; Willnow et al. 2007). It is important
to note that lipoprotein can interact with

cell surface HSPGs (Eugster et al. 2007).

Therefore, lipoprotein may work together
with HSPGs to contribute to morphogen

movement by a restricted diffusion mechanism.

Kornberg and colleagues proposed that
direct cell contact through cytonemes may

control morphogen movement (Ramirez-

Weber and Kornberg 1999; Hsiung et al.
2005). Cytonemes are apical actin-based filo-

podia extending from Drosophila wing disc

pouch (Ramirez-Weber and Kornberg 1999;
Hsiung et al. 2005). Through cytonemes, all

cells, regardless of their positions in the wing

pouch, can directly contact with the morpho-
gen producing cells (Fig. 1D). They showed

that the Dpp receptor Thickveins forms

mobile punctae moving along cytonemes
(Hsiung et al. 2005), arguing that Dpp and its

receptor complex might travel along the cyto-

neme surface in the signal receiving cells. It
remains to be determined whether morphogen

ligands are associated with cytonemes and

how a morphogen gradient is formed in these
structures.

The above models are not mutually exclu-

sive. They may work hand in hand to fine tune

the amplitude and range of morphogen gradi-
ents. One challenge in the field is that although

we can visualize the morphogen gradient by

antibody staining or GFP fusion protein, we
do not know the pool of morphogen molecules

that is responsible for signaling activity. For

example, it is unclear whether apical or basal-
lateral portions ofWg, Hh, and Dpp are directly

involved in signaling (Callejo et al. 2006; Gallet

et al. 2006; Marois et al. 2006; Kicheva et al.
2007; Gallet et al. 2008). Further studies with

advanced techniques such as fluorescence

resonance energy transfer (FRET) to measure
ligand-receptor interaction may help under-

stand these important questions. Moreover,

data on morphogen regulation in vertebrates
are very limited. Current studies in vertebrates

suggest that morphogen movement is con-

trolled by a diffusion mechanism, possibly
through interaction with their receptors

and ECM. Examples include Xenopus activin

(McDowell et al. 2001), nodal-related 2
(Williams et al. 2004), sonic hedgehog (Saha

and Schaffer 2006), and retinoic acid (White

et al. 2007).

ROLES OF HSPGS IN MORPHOGEN
GRADIENT FORMATION

In this section, we focus on the roles of HSPGs
in morphogen gradient formation. We discuss

findings derived from Drosophila as well as

vertebrates.

HSPG Biochemistry

HSPGs are cell-surface and ECM macro-
molecules that comprise a protein core to

which heparan sulfate (HS) glycosaminoglycan

(GAG) chains are attached (Bernfield et al.
1999; Esko and Selleck 2002). HSPGs can be

classified into several families based on their

core protein structure (Fig. 2). Glypicans and
syndecans are cell surface HSPGs and are

linked to the plasma membrane by a glycosyl-

phosphatidyl inositol (GPI) anchor or a trans-
membrane domain, respectively. Perlecans are
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secreted HSPGs that are mainly distributed in

the ECM. Although glypicans and perlecans

exclusively bear HS GAG chains, syndecans
are decorated with both HS and chondroitin

sulfate (CS). All three families of HSPGs are

evolutionarily conserved from vertebrates to
Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans. The

Drosophila genome encodes two glypicans

(division abnormally delayed [Dally] and
Dally-like [dlp]) (Nakato et al. 1995; Khare

and Baumgartner 2000; Baeg et al. 2001),

a single syndecan (sdc) (Spring et al. 1994;
Johnson et al. 2004; Steigemann et al. 2004),

and a single perlecan (terribly reduced optic

lobes [trol]) (Datta 1995; Voigt et al. 2002).
Recently, accumulated evidence suggests that

glypicans Dally and Dlp play major roles in

regulating gradient formation of morphogens,
including Wg, Hh, and Dpp (Lin 2004).

To date, most of the HSPG studies have

shown the importance of their HS chains. HS
chains are long unbranched polysaccha-

rides synthesized in the Golgi apparatus and

contain repeating disaccharide units of glucos-
amine and uronic acid (Esko and Selleck

2002). HS chain biosynthesis is initiated at the

GAG attachment sites of the core protein,
which contains 2–4 Ser–Gly sequences. As

shown in Figure 3, various glycosyltransferases

and modification enzymes are involved in the

polymerization and modification processes of
HSPG biosynthesis. These enzymes are con-

served in Drosophila and vertebrates (Esko

and Selleck 2002; Nybakken and Perrimon
2002; Lin and Perrimon 2003), and mutations

of these enzymes have been shown to cause

defects in morphogen signaling and its gra-
dient formation (Lin 2004).

Roles of HSPGs in Wg Signaling
and Distribution

In thewing disc,Wg is secreted from the dorsal/
ventral (D/V) border and acts as a long-range

morphogen by inducing the expression of Wg

target genes, including senseless (sen), distalless
(dll), and vestigial (vg) (Zecca et al. 1996;

Neumann and Cohen 1997) (Fig. 4). The

involvement of HSPGs in Wg signaling was
first revealed by the isolation and analysis of

sugarless (sgl) and sulfateless (sfl) mutants in

Drosophila (Binari et al. 1997; Hacker et al.
1997; Haerry et al. 1997; Lin and Perrimon

1999) (Fig. 3). Wg signaling is defective in sgl

and sflmutant embryos. In addition,Wg target-
gene expression and extracellular Wg protein

Heparan sulfate side chain Disulphide bond

C PerlecanB GlypicanA Syndecan

GPI linkageChondroitin sulfate side chain

Core protein

Figure 2. The three main classes of cell-surface heparan sulfate proteoglycans. (A) Syndecan core proteins are
transmembrane proteins that contain a highly conserved carboxy-terminal cytoplasmic domain. Heparan
sulfate (HS) chains attach to serine residues distal from the plasma membrane. Some syndecans also contain
chondroitin sulfate (CS) chain(s) that attaches to serine residue(s) near the membrane. (B) The glypican
core proteins are disulphide-stabilized globular core proteins that are linked to the plasma membrane by a
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor. HS chains link to serine residues adjacent to the plasma
membrane. (C) Perlecans are secreted HSPGs that carry HS chains.
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Figure 3. Heparan sulfate chain biosynthesis. Heparan sulfate (HS) glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains are
synthesized on a core protein by the sequential action of individual glycosyltransferases and modification
enzymes, in a three-step process involving chain initiation, polymerization, and modification. HS chain
synthesis begins with the assembly of a linkage tetrasaccharide on serine residues in the core protein. This
process is catalyzed by four enzymes (Gal transferase I-III and a-GlcNAc transferase I), which add individual
sugar residues sequentially to the nonreducing end of the growing chain. After the assembly of the linkage
region, one or more a-GlcNAc transferases add a single a1,4-linked GlcNAc unit to the chain, which
initiates the HS polymerization process. HS chain polymerization then takes place by the addition of
alternating GlcA and GlcNAc residues, which is catalyzed by the EXT family proteins. As the chain
polymerizes, it undergoes a series of modifications that include GlcNAc N-deacetylation and N-sulfation, C5
epimerization of GlcA to IdoA, and variable O-sulfation at C2 of IdoA and GlcA, at C6 of GlcNAc and
GlcNS units, and, occasionally, at C3 of GlcN residues. The HS GAG chains are �100 or more sugar units
long and have numerous structural heterogeneities. Four Drosophila enzymes, including Botv, Ttv, Sotv,
and Sfl, which are homologs of vertebrate EXTL3, EXT1, EXT2, and N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferase,
respectively, are highlighted in red. (Gal) galactose, (GlcNAc) N-acetylglucosamine, (GlcA) glucuronic acid,
(GlcNS) N-sulfoglucosamine, (IdoA) iduronic acid.
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levels are reduced in sfl mutant clones in the

wing disc. Similarly, Wg signaling and its
extracellular levels are also reduced in cells

defective for Drosophila EXT proteins, includ-

ing Tout-velu (Ttv), Sister of ttv (Sotv), and
Brother of ttv (Botv), which are enzymes

required for HS GAG biosynthesis (Fig. 3).

Altogether, these data argue that HS GAG
chains are required for Wg signaling, possibly

by maintaining the local concentration of

Wg at the cell surface (Lin 2004).
How do HSPGs regulate Wg movement?

Previous studies have shown that Wg morpho-

genmovement is regulated by a diffusionmech-
anism in the wing disc (Strigini and Cohen

2000). Importantly, Wg fails to move across a

strip of cells defective for the HS GAG synthesis
(Han et al. 2005). This result suggests that

Wg can not freely diffuse in the extracellular

matrix. Instead, Wg morphogen moves
through the restricted diffusion mechanism by

attaching to the GAG chains of HSPGs at the

cell surface (Han et al. 2005) (Fig. 1A). Which
HSPG core proteins are involved? It turns out

that two glypicans, Dally and Dlp, play cooper-

ative and distinct roles in modulating Wg
signaling and distribution. First, removal of

both Dally and Dlp leads to strong reduction

of extracellular Wg, suggesting that Dally and
Dlp are the major core proteins providing effec-

tive GAG chains (Han et al. 2005). Second, dally

mutants show wing margin defects and show
genetic interactions with Wg signaling com-

ponents, arguing that Dally plays a positive

role in Wg signaling in the wing disc (Lin and
Perrimon 1999). Both Dally and Dlp bind

Wg in cell culture. However, only Dlp over-

expression causes Wg accumulation in imagi-
nal discs (Baeg et al. 2001; Franch-Marro et al.

2005). These observations are consistent with

a classical coreceptor role forDally inWg signal-
ing. Dally could present Wg to dFz2 signaling

receptor and this will lead to activation of sig-

naling and rapid degradation of the complex
(Lin and Perrimon 1999; Franch-Marro et al.

2005). Third, Dlp has a more intriguing activity

in regulating Wg signaling and gradient.
Loss-of-function and gain-of-function studies

A P

D
Wg Hh Dpp

V

Figure 4. Distribution of Wg, Hh, and Dpp morphogens in the Drosophilawing imaginal disc. Drosophilawing
imaginal discs are subdivided into anterior (A)/posterior (P) and dorsal (D)/ventral (V) compartments. In a
third instar larvaewing disc,Wg is expressed at the D/V border and acts as a long-rangemorphogen to organize
D/V patterning. Hh is expressed in the P compartment and moves in the A compartment to activate gene
expression in a stripe of cells adjacent to the A/P compartment boundary. Dpp acts as a long-range
morphogen that controls the growth and patterning of wing cells along the A/Paxis beyond the central domain.
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show that Dlp acts as a positive regulator in the

regions of the wing disc distant from the site

of Wg production. However, Dlp also acts as
a negative regulator near the site of Wg pro-

duction (Baeg et al. 2004; Kirkpatrick et al.

2004; Kreuger et al. 2004; Franch-Marro et al.
2005).

How could we explain the biphasic activity

of Dlp in Wg signaling? Two models have
been proposed. The first model is related

to notum (also known as wingful), which

encodes a member of the a/b-hydrolase super-
family (Gerlitz and Basler 2002; Giraldez et al.

2002). Notum acts as a Wg antagonist and

is induced by high-level Wg signaling in the
D/V boundary. Biochemical experiments

showed that Notum can induce cleavage of

Dlp at the level of its GPI anchor, causing
shedding of Dlp from the cell surface. Thus,

Notum-mediated cleavage may convert Dlp

from a membrane-tethered co-receptor to a
secreted antagonist (Kreuger et al. 2004). The

secondmodel is based onmathematical model-

ing of morphogen diffusion in the presence
of glypicans and receptors on the cell surface

(Hufnagel et al. 2006). The results indicate

that the observed biphasic activity of Dlp
would follow if the primary role of Dlp is to

retain Wg on the cell surface and binding

of Wg to Dlp competes with Wg signaling
receptors. Consistent with this model, another

study suggests that Dlp captures Wg but

instead of presenting it to signaling receptors
expressed in the same cell, it passes Wg to

neighboring cells (Franch-Marro et al. 2005).

Thus, the mechanism underlying biphasic
activity of Dlp in Wg signaling is still unclear.

Roles of HSPGs in Hh Signaling and
Distribution

In the wing disc, Hh is expressed in the entire
posterior compartment and moves into the

anterior compartment to signal (Tabata and

Kornberg 1994). Hh acts as a short range mor-
phogen to induce expression of target genes,

including engrailed, ptc, and dpp, and pattern

the central domain of the wing (Basler and
Struhl 1994; Strigini and Cohen 1997). The

first evidence for activity of HSPGs in Hh dis-

tribution came from the genetic analysis of ttv

(Bellaiche et al. 1998b). Hh signaling is dimin-
ished and Hh protein cannot be detected in

the wing disc ttv mutant clones (Bellaiche

et al. 1998a). Similar defects in Hh distribution
were also observed in wing clones mutant for

sfl, sotv, and botv (Bornemann et al. 2004;

Han et al. 2004a; Takei et al. 2004). Importantly,
Hh protein accumulates in front of HSPG-

defective cells, arguing that Hh fails to move

into the HSPG mutant cells (Takei et al.
2004). HSPGs might also control the stability

of Hh, because Hh levels are reduced in

Hh-producing cells mutant for sotv or ttv

(Bornemann et al. 2004). Furthermore, a

narrow strip of sfl or ttv mutant cells is suffi-

cient to completely block Hh signaling in
wild-type cells behind the mutant cells, sug-

gesting that Hh fails to move across these

HSPG-deficient cells (Han et al. 2004b).
Similar results are observed in clones mutant

for both dally and dlp (Han et al. 2004b).

These data argue that Hh movement is media-
ted by restricted diffusion involving Dally

and Dlp (Han et al. 2004b) (Fig. 1A).

In addition to the role in Hh movement,
Dlp, but not other HSPG core proteins, has an

essential role in receiving Hh signaling. In cell-

based assays, Dlp is essential for Hh signaling,
whereas RNAi knockdown of dally, sdc, trol,

as well as HSPG enzymes including ttv, sotv,

and botv, fails to disrupt the cells’ response
to Hh (Lum et al. 2003). Consistent with

those observations, ectopic expression of Hh

can rescue cuticle defects associated with HS
GAG mutants including sgl, sfl, frc, and slalom

(Selva et al. 2001; Luders et al. 2003; Perrimon

et al. 2004), but it fails to restore Hh signaling
activity in dlp RNAi embryos (Desbordes and

Sanson 2003). These results suggest that the

core protein of Dlp is critical for Hh signaling
activity, and potentially acts as an essential

co-receptor.

Both Hh andWg are lipid modified, and are
tightly associated with the cell surface (Eaton

2006). The lipid modification of Hh is required

for its interaction with HSPGs (Bellaiche et al.
1998a; Callejo et al. 2006; Gallet et al. 2006).
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How do HSPGs assist in the spread of
lipid-linked morphogens? Recent studies have

shown that both Hh and Wg can associate

with lipoproteins in vivo and that lipophorin
is important for their long-range signaling

activity (Panakova et al. 2005) (Fig. 5C). Inter-

estingly, lipophorin binds to the HS GAG
chains of Dally and Dlp and can be recruited to

the cell membrane by these proteins (Eugster

et al. 2007). Thus, HSPGs might regulate Hh
restricted diffusion, at least in part, by inter-

acting with the lipoprotein carrier.

The other two extracellular components of
Hh signaling pathways were also found to be

HS GAG binding proteins. Shifted (Shf ) is a

homolog of human Wnt inhibitory factor
(WIF), but it is required forHh stability and dif-

fusion (Glise et al. 2005; Gorfinkiel et al. 2005).

Shf protein level is reduced in HSPG mutant
clones. Moreover, Shf protein colocalizes with

Dlp in wild-type tissues. These data point to a

role of Shf in strengthening HSPG/Hh inter-
action, possibly by functioning as a bridge

between them. Ihog, amember of the conserved
Ig/fibronectin superfamily, is an Hh-binding

protein essential for the reception of Hh signal

(McLellan et al. 2006; Tenzen et al. 2006;
Wilson and Chuang 2006; Yao et al. 2006;

Zhang et al. 2006). Recent experiments showed

that Ihog can bind to heparin (McLellan et al.
2006). Heparin binding can induce Ihog dimer-

ization and is required to mediate high-affinity

interactions between Ihog and Hh (McLellan
et al. 2006). As ihog mutant shows strong

genetic interaction with dlp in Hh signaling, it

would be interesting to determine whether
Dlp and Ihog can work together in regulating

Hh signaling and distribution (Yao et al. 2006).

Roles of HSPGs in BMP Signaling and
Distribution

Drosophila Dpp, the ortholog of vertebrate

BMP2 and BMP4, is a target of Hh signaling.

Dpp is induced in a stripe of cells adjacent to
the AP boundary in wing discs (Zecca et al.

Core protein

interaction

A

Lipoprotein

binding

C

HS chain

interaction

B

Proteolytic

cleavage

D

Heparanase

cleavage

E

EndocytosisF

TranscytosisH

Lysosomal

degradation

G
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Basal-lateral

Figure 5. Regulations of cell-surface heparan sulfate proteoglycans. HSPGs can interact with morphogens
directly either through their core proteins (A) or HS GAG chains (B). HSPGs also recruit lipoprotein
particles by HS GAG chains (C). Proteolytic processing leads to the shedding of cell-surface HSPGs from the
membrane (D), and heparanase cleaves the HS GAG chains, releasing bound morphogens (E). Cell-surface
HSPGs are actively taken up by endocytosis (F), and then targeted to lysosome degradation (G) or
transported from apical membrane to basal-lateral membrane by transcytosis (H ).
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1995) (Fig. 4). Dpp spreads toward both A and

P distal cells to act as a long-range morphogen

by inducing expression of its target genes
including spalt (sal) and optomotor-blind

(omb) (Lecuit et al. 1996; Nellen et al. 1996;

Affolter and Basler 2007). Biochemical studies
have shown that both Dpp and BMP2 are

heparin-binding proteins (Ruppert et al. 1996;

Groppe et al. 1998). In mutant clones of HS
GAG biosynthetic enzymes including sfl, ttv,

botv, sotv, both Dpp signaling activity and extra-

cellular level of GFP-Dpp are significantly
reduced (Belenkaya et al. 2004; Bornemann

et al. 2004; Han et al. 2004b; Takei et al.

2004). In addition, clones of only a few cells
wide can effectively block GFP-Dppmovement,

suggesting that Dpp moves from cell to cell

along the epithelium sheet through a restricted
diffusion mechanism (Belenkaya et al. 2004)

(Fig. 1A).

Both Dally and Dlp play important roles
in Dpp signaling and its gradient formation.

Dally mutants show various dpp-like pattern-

ing defects and show genetic interactions with
the dpp signaling pathway (Nakato et al. 1995;

Jackson et al. 1997). Ectopic expression of

Dally results in enhanced Dpp signaling in
the wing disc (Fujise et al. 2003). These data

suggest a positive role of Dally in Dpp signaling.

Recent data suggest that Dally regulates Dpp
signaling and gradient by stabilizing Dpp

on the cell surface (Akiyama et al. 2008). In

addition, Dpp mobility is biased toward cells
with higher Dally level (Crickmore and Mann

2007). Such activity of Dally may be important

to attract Dpp gradient to the lateral edge of
the disc. Finally, Dally and Dlp are partially

redundant in Dpp signaling and gradient

formation because removal of both Dally and
Dlp shows stronger defects in Dpp signaling

and reductions in extracellular Dpp levels

(Belenkaya et al. 2004).
The BMP signaling pathway requires a

plethora of extracellular regulatory components

(O’Connor et al. 2006; Bier 2008). In addition
to direct binding of Dpp, HSPGs could regulate

Dpp signaling and gradient formation through

interaction of these proteins. Indeed, a recent
work showed that crossveinless-2 (CV2), a key

component in Dpp signaling, can bind Dally

in cell culture and that levels of extracellular

CV2 are substantially reduced in botv clones
(Serpe et al. 2008).

Roles of HSPGs in Morphogen Signaling
and Distribution in Vertebrates

The functions of HSPGs in morphogen gra-
dient formation are less characterized in ver-

tebrates compared with studies in Drosophila.

Studies in the Xenopus embryo show that
morphogen molecules such as activin and the

nodal-related proteins travel through tissue by
a diffusion mechanism, but not by transcyto-

sis or by cytonemes (McDowell et al. 2001;

Williams et al. 2004; Kinoshita et al. 2006).
However, the role of HSPGs in morphogen

gradient formation is currently unknown.

Knockdown of Xenopus EXT1 caused reduction
of Wnt 11 signaling activity required for

specifying the dorsal axis, implying HSPGs

may control the distribution of Wnt 11 (Tao
et al. 2005).

Humanmutations in EXT1 and EXT2 cause

the autosomal dominant inherited syndrome,
hereditary multiple exostoses (Ahn et al. 1995;

Stickens et al. 1996). Surprisingly, in contrast

to studies in Drosophila in which loss of ttv
function leads to reduced Hh movement,

mice carrying a hypomorphic mutation in

Ext1 cause an elevated range of signaling acti-
vities of Indian hedgehog (Ihh) (Koziel et al.

2004). Recently, Cortes et al. have shown that

the brachymorphic (bm) mouse defective in
sulfation of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans

shows defects in Ihh signaling and gradient for-

mation in the developing growth plate (Cortes
et al. 2009). Further experimental data showed

that Ihh binds to the major cartilage chondroi-

tin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPG) aggrecan via
its CS chains (Domowicz et al. 2009). These

data suggest that HSPGs and CSPGs function

in concert to establish an Ihhmorphogen gradi-
ent in the epiphyseal growth plate, suggesting

another level of complexity to understanding

how proteoglycans regulate morphogen gradi-
ents in various developmental contexts.
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Core Protein versus HS GAG Chains

The aforementioned studies have illustrated the

essential roles of HSPGs in morphogen dis-
tribution and signaling. Here, we draw two

conclusions from these studies and discuss the

relative contribution of HS GAG chains and
the core proteins.

First, studies of Wg, Hh, and Dpp mor-

phogens in the wing disc have suggested
that HS-mediated restricted diffusion is a

major mechanism for morphogen gradient

formation, at least in this biological system
(Fig. 1A, 5B). In vertebrate neural tubes, it was

also shown that interaction between Shh and

HSPG can increase the signaling range of Shh
morphogen by a restricted diffusion mecha-

nism (Saha and Schaffer 2006). One remaining

issue is to determine whether morphogens are
transferred actively by the HS GAG chains or

whether HSPGs control the stability of mor-

phogens to ensure that it diffuses across a field
of cells without being degraded. Importantly,

more and more cell surface and secreted pro-

teins are characterized as HS GAG binding
proteins. Therefore, HSPGs could affect

morphogen gradients by complex mechanisms

(Glise et al. 2005; Gorfinkiel et al. 2005;
McLellan et al. 2006; Eugster et al. 2007; Serpe

et al. 2008). For example, in addition to Hh,

HSPGs can also interact with Hh binding
protein Shf, Hh carrier lipophorin, and Hh

coreceptor Ihog. Combined studies of genetics,

biochemistry, cell biology, and mathematical
modeling are important to provide further

insights into the functions of HSPGs in Hh

gradient formation.
Second, a number of studies have shown

that different HSPG core proteins have distinct
functions in many developmental contexts,

rather than being a carrier for HS GAG chains.

HSPG core proteins can contribute to the
modification of HS GAG chains (Esko and

Zhang 1996; Chen and Lander 2001).Moreover,

all the Glypican core proteins share a unique,
highly conserved amino-terminal globular

domain that contains 14 cysteine residues,

which is a potent enhancer of preferential HS
glycosylation (Chen and Lander 2001). Finally,

accumulating data demonstrate that the HSPG

core proteins can be directly involved in mor-

phogen signaling. The vertebrate glypican-3
(GPC3) core protein can directly bind Shh

and inhibit its signaling activity in cultured

cells (Capurro et al. 2008). Another study also
shows that the GPC3 core protein can form

a complex with several Wnt members and

stimulateWnt signaling in tumorcells (Capurro
et al. 2005). Thus, GPC3 core protein plays a

negative role in Hh signaling, but a positive

role in Wnt signaling. Interestingly, we also
find that HS GAG mutated Dlp can rescue

Hh signaling in dlp mutant embryos and it

also can bind and inhibit Wg signaling in vivo
(Yan D. and Lin. X, unpublished data). These

results suggest that the Dlp core protein may

play a coreceptor role in Hh signaling but
may compete with signaling receptors for

Wg. As Dlp is the homolog of mammalian

glypican-4/6, the evolutionarily conserved core
protein of glypicans may mediate specific inter-

actions with different morphogens (Filmus

et al. 2008).

Regulation of Cell Surface HSPGs

Because HSPGs are major regulators for mor-

phogen gradient formation, their expression

is tightly controlled during development.
Both dally and dlp expression is regulated by

Wg and Hh signaling, forming a feedback

loop to fine tune their morphogen gradients
(Fujise et al. 2001; Han et al. 2005; Gallet et al.

2008). Recent studies also showed that the

Hox selector gene, Ultrabithorax, can modulate
Dpp signaling and tissue growth through

transcriptional regulation of dally (Crickmore

and Mann 2007). Interestingly, the Hippo sig-
naling pathway also modulates different

morphogen signaling through transcriptional

control of dally and dlp (Baena-Lopez et al.
2008). Finally, ttv and sfl protein translation

is controlled through internal ribosome

entry sites in early embryonic development,
providing another novel mechanism for tem-

poral or tissue-specific regulation of morpho-

gen signaling and distribution (Bornemann
et al. 2008).
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Recent studies have also highlighted the

importance of intracellular trafficking of

HSPGs in morphogen signaling and gradient
formation. Once synthesized, HSPGs are trans-

ported to specific membrane domains and

actively taken up by endocytosis (Bernfield
et al. 1999; Kramer and Yost 2003; Bishop

et al. 2007) (Fig. 5F). Glypicans are GPI-

anchored proteins, which are mainly targeted
to the apical surface of epithelia in vertebrate

cells (Mayor and Riezman 2004). GPI-anchored

proteins are also thought to locate in specific
membrane microdomains enriched in sphin-

golipids and cholesterol, called lipid rafts

(Mayor and Riezman 2004). A recent report
has examined the dynamic distribution of

Dlp in living disc tissue (Gallet et al. 2008). By

performing an extracellular staining and time
course experiment, Gallet et al. showed that api-

cally localized Dlp undergoes internalization

and redistribution to the basolateral compart-
ment, a process known as transcytosis (Gallet

et al. 2008) (Fig. 5H). Blocking endocytosis by

a dominant-negative form of shi causes apical
Dlp accumulation, at the expense of basal-

lateral Dlp. Importantly, they showed that endo-

cytosis of Dlp is essential for its positive role
in Hh signaling, whereas transcytosis of Dlp is

required for Wg spreading (Gallet et al. 2008).

On the other hand, Capurro et al. showed that
mouse glypican-3 acts as an inhibitor for Shh

signaling by inducing Shh endocytosis and

lysosomal degradation (Capurro et al. 2008)
(Fig. 5G). Further studies are required to under-

stand how endocytosis of glypican-3 and Dlp

have opposite roles in Hh signaling (Beckett
et al. 2008; Yan and Lin 2008). These results

suggested that HSPGs may control morphogen

gradient formation by both restricted diffusion
and transcytosis mechanisms.

Finally, levels of cell surface HSPGs can be

controlled by a regulated process called shed-
ding (Bernfield et al. 1999; Kramer and Yost

2003). Shedding can occur in multiple ways:

The ectodomain of syndecan can be constitu-
tively shed into the conditioned media of cul-

tured cells by proteolytic cleavage, converting

syndecan from an activator to a potent inhibitor
(Kato et al. 1998). On the other hand, Notum,

a member of secreted a/b hydrolase family, was

shown to cleave Dlp protein at the level of the

GPI anchor (Gerlitz and Basler 2002; Giraldez
et al. 2002; Kreuger et al. 2004; Traister et al.

2008) (Fig. 5D). As Notum is a negative regula-

tor of Wg signaling, Notum-induced shedding
of Dlp might convert Dlp from a membrane-

tethered coreceptor to a secreted antagonist

for Wg signaling (Kreuger et al. 2004). Finally,
the HS GAG chains can be cleaved by extra-

cellular heparanase, releasing HS-bound

growth factors and generating highly active HS
fragments (Sanderson et al. 2004) (Fig. 5E).

Although HSPGs can be regulated by various

shedding mechanisms, the in vivo roles of
HSPG shedding are largely unknown. In

particular, how this process contributes to

morphogen gradient formation awaits further
investigations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Over the past decade, intensive studies have

illustrated essential roles of HSPGs in morpho-
gen gradient formation. HSPGs can directly

influence morphogen gradient formation at

various levels, including morphogen move-
ment, signaling, and trafficking. HSPGs can

also interact with other molecules such as lipo-

protein, which is required for morphogen
movement and distribution. In addition towell-

established functions of HS GAG chains, more

recent data clearly shows the essential roles of
HSPG protein cores in morphogen signaling

and distribution. Given themolecular complex-

ity of HSPGs, further understanding of HSPG
functions inmorphogen signaling and distribu-

tion will require the combination of genetic,

cell biological, and biochemical approaches.
Determination of HS structures of specific

HSPGs by HS GAG sequencing and by

advanced mass spectroscopy technique will
help elucidate the molecular nature of HSPG-

morphogen interactions. Moreover, determi-

nation of glypican core protein structures by
X-ray crystallography will allow us to define

the interaction of glypican core and specific

morphogenmolecules. Finally, characterization
of specific extracellular and cell surface proteins
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interacting with HSPGs will further our under-

standing of the mechanisms by which these

cell surface proteins modulate morphogen
gradient.
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